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Abstract Extensive research in recent years has shown

the benefits of cognitive radio technologies to improve

the flexibility and efficiency of spectrum utilization. This

new communication paradigm, however, requires a well-

designed spectrum allocation mechanism. In this paper, we

propose an auction framework for cognitive radio networks

to allow unlicensed secondary users (SUs) to share the

available spectrum of licensed primary users (PUs) fairly

and efficiently, subject to the interference temperature

constraint at each PU. To study the competition among SUs,

we formulate a non-cooperative multiple-PU multiple-SU

auction game and study the structure of the resulting equi-

librium by solving a non-continuous two-dimensional opti-

mization problem, including the existence, uniqueness of the

equilibrium and the convergence to the equilibrium in the

two auctions. A distributed algorithm is developed in which

each SU updates its strategy based on local information to

converge to the equilibrium. We also analyze the revenue

allocation among PUs and propose an algorithm to set the

prices under the guideline that the revenue of each PU

should be proportional to its resource. We then extend the

proposed auction framework to the more challenging sce-

nario with free spectrum bands. We develop an algorithm

based on the no-regret learning to reach a correlated equi-

librium of the auction game. The proposed algorithm, which

can be implemented distributedly based on local observa-

tion, is especially suited in decentralized adaptive learning

environments as cognitive radio networks. Finally, through

numerical experiments, we demonstrate the effectiveness of

the proposed auction framework in achieving high effi-

ciency and fairness in spectrum allocation.

Keywords Cognitive radio networks � Spectrum auction �
No-regret learning � Distributed algorithm � Game theory

1 Introduction

Cognitive radio [1, 2] has emerged in recent years as a

promising paradigm to enable more efficient and spectrum

utilization. Apart from the conventional command and

control model, three more flexible spectrum management

models are presented in [3], namely, exclusive use (or

operator sharing), commons and shared use of primary

licensed spectrum. In the last model, unlicensed secondary

users (SUs) are allowed to access the spectrum of licensed

primary users (PUs) in an opportunistic way. In such a

model, a well-designed spectrum allocation mechanism is

crucial to achieve efficient spectrum usage and harmonious

coexistence of PUs and SUs. On one hand, the radio
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resource allocation mechanism should ensure that the

spectrum resource (unused by PUs) is allocated efficiently

and fairly among SUs. On the other hand, the communi-

cation of PUs should not be disturbed by the SUs.

In this paper, we tackle the challenging research problem

of designing efficient spectrum allocation mechanism for

cognitive radio networks. We consider a generic network

scenario in which multiple PUs and SUs coexist. To use the

spectrum resource efficiently, the SUs share the available

spectrum of the PUs under the condition that the interference

temperature constraint [4] is always satisfied at each PU, i.e.,

the total received power of the SUs at each PU should be

kept under some threshold in order to protect the PU’s

traffic. The considered scenario can represent various net-

work scenarios, e.g. the PUs are the access points of a mesh

network and the SUs are the mobile devices.

In our work, we develop an auction framework to allow

SUs to share the available spectrum of PUs. Under the

proposed framework, each PU acts as a resource provider by

(1) announcing a price and a reserve bid (2) allocating the

received power as a function of the bids submitted by SUs.

Each SU acts as a customer by (1) submitting a two-

dimensional bid indicating which PU to bid for resource and

how much to bid (2) paying the chosen PU an amount of

payment proportional to the allocated resource and the

announced price. To study the competition among SUs, we

formulate a non-cooperative auction game and study the

structure of the Nash equilibrium (NE) by solving a non-

continuous two-dimensional optimization problem. A dis-

tributed algorithm is developed in which each SU updates its

strategy based on local information to converge to the NE.

Our analysis can serve as a decision and control framework

for SUs to exploit the underutilized spectrum resource.

After investigating the competition among resource

demanders, i.e., SUs, we extend our study on the natural

yet crucial issue that how PUs (resource providers) interact

with each other by setting their prices to maximize their

revenue. We propose an algorithm to set the prices of PUs

under the guideline that the revenue of each PU should be

proportional to its resource: i.e., the interference tempera-

ture threshold.

We then extend the proposed auction framework to the

more challenging scenario with free spectrum bands. In this

context, a SU should strike a balance between accessing a

free spectrum band with more interference if the compet-

itors take the same strategy, and paying more for com-

munication gains by staying with a licensed band. We show

that the ping-pong effect may occur under the best-response

update, i.e., a SU keeps switching between the free band

and a licensed band. To eliminate the ping-pong effect, we

develop an algorithm based on the no-regret learning [5] to

reach a correlated equilibrium (CE) [6] of the auction

game. The proposed algorithm, which can be implemented

distributedly and requires only local observation, is espe-

cially suited in decentralized adaptive learning environ-

ments as cognitive radio networks.

Due to their perceived fairness and allocation efficiency

[7], auctions are among the best-known market-based

mechanisms to allocate spectrum [8–15]. In most proposed

auctions, the spectrum resource is treated as goods in tra-

ditional auctions studied by economists, i.e., one licensed

band (or a collection of multiple bands) is awarded to one

SU. However, spectrum auction differs from conventional

auctions in that it has to address radio interference. Spec-

trum auction is essentially a problem of interference-con-

strained resource allocation. Only a few papers have

discussed spectrum auctions under interference constraint,

among which [12] and [13] studied conflict-free spectrum

allocation with high spectrum efficiency. Huang et al. [11]

developed an auction-based spectrum sharing framework to

allow a single spectrum manager to share its spectrum with

a group of users, subject to the interference temperature

constraint at the measurement point, a requirement pro-

posed by FCC in [4]. Based on the same model as [11], our

work is among the relative few that investigate the inter-

ference-constraint radio resource allocation problem under

the auction framework. Compared with previous work, we

make the following key contributions:

• Existing auction mechanisms mainly focus on single-

PU scenario with very limited analytical and numerical

studies on multiple-PU case. Our work, however,

conduct an in-depth analysis on the spectrum auction

for multiple PUs to allocate their spectrum to multiple

SUs efficiently and fairly. As a distinctive feature of the

proposed auction framework, the SUs’ strategy (bid) is

two-dimensional and non-continuous, leading to a

competition scenario with more complex interactions

among players and requiring an original study of the

resulting equilibrium.

• We investigate the spectrum auction with free spectrum

bands and develop a distributed adaptive algorithm

based on no-regret learning to converge to a CE of the

auction game. To the best of our knowledge, our work

is the first to adapt the auction framework to address the

spectrum sharing problem in heterogeneous environ-

ments with both licensed and free bands.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2

presents our system model and auction framework fol-

lowed by the formulation of the non-cooperative auction

game. Section 3 solves the auction game and analyzes the

structural properties of the resulting NE. Section 4 inves-

tigates the revenue allocation among PUs. Section 5

extends our auction framework to the more challenging

scenario with free spectrum bands. Simulation results are

presented in Sect. 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2 System model and spectrum auctions

This section introduces the notation and the system model

of our work, followed by the presentation of the proposed

spectrum auction framework and the formulation of the

auction game under the framework.

2.1 Cognitive radio network model

We consider a cognitive radio network consisting of a set

of primary users referred to as PUs and a set of secondary

transmitter-receiver pairs referred to as secondary users or

SUs. We use N ¼ f1; 2; . . .;Ng andM¼ f1; 2; . . .;Mg to

denote the PU set and the SU set, respectively. We use Si

and Di to denote the transmitter and the receiver of SU

i 2 M: Each PU n 2 N operates on a spectrum band

n with bandwidth Bn that is non-overlapped with the

spectrum bands of other PUs, i.e., n1

T
n2 ¼ U; 8n1;

n2 2 N :
SU i’s valuation of the spectrum is defined by a function

Ui(ci), where ci is the received signal-to-interference-

plus-noise ratio (SINR) at SU i’s receiver Di. Ui(ci) char-

acterizes the application payoff (e.g. satisfaction level) of

SU i from SINR ci. We assume Ui(ci) is continuously

differentiable, strictly increasing and concave in ci with

Ui(0) = 0. For each SU i, the received SINR using PU n’s

band is given by

ci ¼
pihii

n0Bn þ
P

j6¼i pjhji
; ð1Þ

where pi denotes SU i’s transmission power, hji denotes the

channel gain from SU j’s transmitter Sj to SU i’s receiver

Di,n0 denotes the background noise power spectral density.

In the considered scenario, to ensure that the transmis-

sions of PUs are not significantly degraded by SUs, an

interference temperature constraint is imposed such that the

total received power of SUs at PU n must satisfy

XM

i¼1

pigin�Pn; 8n 2 N ;

where gin is the channel gain from Si to PU n, Pn is the

tolerable interference threshold at PU n.

2.2 Spectrum auction framework

We apply auction mechanisms to tackle the spectrum allo-

cation problem. By definition, an auction is a decentralized

market mechanism for allocating resources and can be for-

mulated as a non-cooperative game, where players are bid-

ders, strategies are bids, both allocations and payments are

functions of bids. A well-known auction is the Vickrey–

Clarke–Groves (VCG) auction [7], which is shown to

have social optimal outcome. However, it requires global

information to perform centralized computations. To over-

come this limitation, two one-dimensional share auction

mechanisms, namely the SINR and the power auction are

proposed in [11] to study the spectrum allocation problem

in single-PU networks. In the following, we extend the

work of [11] to the multiple-PU scenario by proposing the

two-dimensional SINR and power auction, as shown in

Algorithm 1.1

In the proposed two-dimensional spectrum auction, each

PU n first announces a reserved bid bn
2 and a price pn [ 0.

Based on bn and pn, each SU i submits a bid (ai, bi) where

ai 2 N indicates from which PU the SU wants to buy

spectrum and bi C 0 further indicates how much spectrum

resource the SU wants to bid. After the collection of all the

bids from the SUs, each SU i is allocated a transmission

power pi from PU ai which is proportional to its submitted

bid bi, as shown in (2). From (1) and (2), we can derive the

received SINR of SU i as:

ci ¼
Pai

hii

giai
bi

n0Bai

P
j2M;aj¼ai

bjþ bai

� �
þ
P

j2M;aj¼ai;j 6¼i Pai

hji

gjai
bj

:

ð3Þ

In contrast to [11] where SUs are charged the same price

per unit SINR, we apply the economic concept of price

discrimination in the proposed SINR auction by imposing

giai
as a user-dependent pricing factor on SU i. The design

rationale is that for two SUs choosing the same PU, the SU

causing more interference at the PU should be charged

more per unit SINR than the SU causing less interference.

As we will show via numerical experiments, this feature is

especially suited in multi-PU case by resulting a more

Algorithm 1 Two-dimensional spectrum auction algorithm

Price announcing: Each PU n announces a reserve bid bn and a

price pn [ 0.

Bidding: Based on bn and pn, each SU i submits a bid (ai, bi)

where ai 2 N and bi C 0.

Spectrum allocation: Each SU i is allocated a transmission power

pi from PU ai as follows:

pi ¼ Pai

giai

biP
j2M;aj¼ai

bjþbai

: ð2Þ

Payment collection: Each SU i pays PU ai a payment Ci ¼ pai

cigiai
in the SINR auction and Ci ¼ pai

pigiai
in the power auction.

1 In our study, we assume that SUs are honest, and indeed make the

payments. We do not consider the issue of payment enforcement,
which may require a separate mechanism and is beyond the scope of

the paper.
2 From the perspective of auction theory, the reserved bid bn set by

PU n can be seen as a bid made by PU n. By bidding bn, PU n has a

way of declaring a reservation value for its spectrum resource and

prevents the possibility of the SUs colluding to purchase the resource

for an arbitrarily small amount of money.
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balanced equilibrium. For the power auction, noticing that

the received power of SU i at PU ai is pigiai
; the auction

scheme actually implements a pricing policy under which a

price pn per unit received power is imposed by PU n to the

SUs connecting to it.

To end this subsection, we would like to give some

insight on the motivation of choosing the price to be pro-

portional to the utility of ci in the SINR auction and giai
pi in

the power auction: the former is the benefits of the SU

when enjoying a SINR ci and the latter corresponds to the

interference that a SU generates at the receiver of PU

(naturally the PUs should be compensated by a payment

proportional to the interference). In other words, in the

former case, the price is proportional to the benefits of SUs

to some extent, while in the latter case, the price is pro-

portional to the ‘‘damage’’ caused by SUs to PUs. Both of

these two approaches are natural choices of PU when

performing a spectrum auction.

2.3 Non-cooperative spectrum auction game

formulation

Under the proposed auction framework, we model the

interaction among SUs as a non-cooperative spectrum

auction game, denoted as GNSA and GNPA for the SINR and

power auction, respectively. Let si = (ai, bi) denote the

strategy of SU i and s-i denote the strategy of the SUs

except i, given the price vector p ¼ ðpn; n 2 NÞ; each SU

i chooses its strategy si to maximize his utility function

defined as follows:

Siðsi; s�iÞ ¼ Uiðciðsi; s�iÞÞ � Ciðsi; s�iÞ:

The solution of the game is characterized by Nash

Equilibrium (NE), a strategy profile s* = (si
*, s-i

* ) from

which no player has incentive to deviate unilaterally [16],

i.e.,

Siðs�i ; s��iÞ� Siðsi; s
�
�iÞ; 8i 2M; 8ai 2 N ; 8bi� 0:

As a distinguished feature from the single-PU auction, the

auction framework proposed in our work is two-dimen-

sional and involves both PU selection and bid adjustment,

which leads to a competition scenario with more complex

interactions among players. Consequently, characterizing

structural properties of the auction game in our context

requires an original study of the game equilibria that cannot

draw on existing well-known results, as will be shown in

later analysis.

3 Solving the auction game: NE analysis

In this section, we solve the auction game by deriving the

NE of the game and study the structure properties of the

NE. To this end, we focus on the following optimization

problem faced by each SU i in the spectrum auction game,

given the price of PUs p ¼ fpn; n 2 Ng and strategies of

others s-i:

s�i ¼ ða�i ; b�i Þ ¼ argmax
si

Siðsi; s�iÞ; ð4Þ

which, according to the following lemma, can be written as

s�i ¼ ða�i ; b�i Þ ¼ argmax
ai2N

argmaxbi � 0Siðsi; s�iÞ:

Lemma 1 maxðai;biÞ Siðsi; s�iÞ ¼ maxai2N maxbi � 0 Siðsi;

s�iÞ:

Proof On one hand, it follows from (4) that3

Siðða�i ; b�i Þ; s�iÞ� max
ai2N

max
bi � 0

Siððai; biÞ; s�iÞ:

On the other hand, we have

max
ai2N

max
bi � 0

Siððai; biÞ; s�iÞ� max
bi � 0

Siðða�i ; biÞ; s�iÞ� Siðða�i ; b�i Þ; s�iÞ:

Combining the above results completes our proof. h

3.1 SINR auction

We start with the SINR auction game. Unlike the single-PU

auction studied in [11], where each SU maximizes its

utility function over its bid only, the SU optimization

problem in the multiple-PU case is a joint two-dimensional

problem over the submitted bid and the PU to whom the

SU bids for spectrum. To solve the SUs’ optimization

problem, a straightforward way to find (ai
*, bi

*) is to search

over all possible PU settings and perform optimization over

bid for every setting, which is computationally intensive

and makes the resulting NE intractable. In our analysis, we

overcome this technical difficulty by decomposing the two-

dimensional optimization problem based on the structural

properties of the utility function, detailed in Lemma 2.

Lemma 2 For each SU i, given p and s-i, it holds that

a�i ¼ argmax
n2N

Siðc�inÞ ¼ argmax
n2N

Uiðc�inÞ � pnginc
�
in;

where c�in ¼ minfU 0�1
i ðpnginÞ;Pnhii=ðn0BnginÞg; 8n 2 N :

Proof Let cin denote the SINR of SU i when connecting

to PU n, recall (3), we can show that

1. cin is upper-bounded by Pnhii/(n0Bngin);

2. For cin B Pnhii/(n0Bngin), there is an one-to-one map-

ping between cin and bi.

From Lemma 1, the optimization problem of SU i is thus

equivalent to the following one:

3 For the sake of simplicity, in case of non-ambiguity, we note

Si((ai
*, bi

*), s-i) as a function of si, i.e., Si(si) or Si(ai
*, bi

*).
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max
n2N

max
cin �

Pnhii
n0Bngin

Siðn; cinÞ:

Moreover, when choosing PU n, Si can be written as a

function of cin as

SiðcinÞ ¼ UiðcinÞ � pngincin;

whose derivative is

oSi

ocin

¼ U0iðcinÞ � pngin:

Following the concavity of Ui, Ui
0 is monotonously

decreasing in cin. Hence Si is a quasi-concave function of

cin, thus has a unique global maximizer

c�in ¼ minfU 0�1
i ðpnginÞ;Pnhii=ðn0BnginÞg:

The maximum of Si under PU n is given by Si(cin
* ). It then

follows that

a�i ¼ argmax
n2N

Siðc�inÞ ¼ argmax
n2N

Uiðc�inÞ � pnginc
�
in;

where c�in ¼ minfU 0�1
i ðpnginÞ;Pnhii=ðn0BnginÞg:. h

Specifically, when pn is significantly large, more

precisely,

pngin�U0iðPnhii=n0BnginÞ; 8n 2 N ; 8i 2M;

Lemma 2 can be simplified to Corollary 1.

Corollary 1 If pngin�U0iðPnhii=n0BnginÞ; 8n 2 N ; 8i 2
M; it holds that

a�i ¼ argmin
n2N

pngin:

Proof Recall that Ui(ci) is concave in ci, pngin C Ui
0

(Pnhii/n0Bngin) leads to

U
0�1
i ðpnginÞ�Pnhii=ðn0BnginÞ:

It then follows from Lemma 2 that c�in ¼ U
0�1
i ðpnginÞ and

a�i ¼ argmax
n2N

SiðU
0�1
i ðpnginÞÞ

¼ argmax
n2N

UiðU
0�1
i ðpnginÞÞ � pnginU

0�1
i ðpnginÞ:

Let x = pngin, regard Si ¼ UiðU
0�1
i ðxÞÞ � xU

0�1
i ðxÞ as a

function of x, after some mathematical operations, we

have

oSi

ox
¼ �U

0�1
i ðxÞ;

which, following the concavity of Ui, is non-positive.

Si(x) is thus non-increasing in x. Hence

a�i ¼ argmax
n2N

SiðU
0�1
i ðpnginÞÞ ¼ argmin

n2N
pngin;

which concludes our proof. h

If we denote pngin as the effective price for SU i when

choosing PU n, Corollary 1 states that SU i always chooses

the PU with the minimum effective price.

As the key results of this subsection, we have demon-

strated that in the SINR auction game, the choice of PU

only depends on the effective price set by PUs. Conse-

quently, the optimization problem of each SU i can be

decomposed into two sub-problems, which can be per-

formed sequentially:

1. i chooses PU ai
* based on the effective price of PUs

and stay with PU ai
*;

2. i performs bid optimization by adjusting its bid

submitted to PU ai
*, which degenerates into single-

PU case.

The following theorem on the NE of the SINR auction

game is then immediate whose proof follows straightfor-

wardly from that of Theorem 1 and Proposition 6 in [11].

Theorem 1 For the SINR auction with bn [ 0; 8n 2 N ;
there exists a threshold price vector ps

th ¼ fps
th;n; n 2 Ng

such that if the price vector p[ ps
th, 4 a NE exists to

which the best response update converges. The NE is

unique if ai
* is singleton for every SU i. On the other

hand, if there exists some n0 2 N such that pn0�
ps

th;n0
, there is no NE.

3.2 Power auction

In this subsection, we turn to the power auction game. As

the payment function Ci in the power auction has a dif-

ferent structure to that in the SINR auction (i.e., Ci is a

function of pi instead of ci), the decomposition in the

previous analysis on the SINR auction is no more appli-

cable here. To characterize the equilibrium of the power

auction game, we make the following approximation in the

subsequent analysis:
X

aj¼ai;j6¼i

bj � bi;

8i 2 M; or equivalently;
X

sj¼ai;j6¼i

bj�
X

sj¼ai

bj:
ð5Þ

The approximation (5) is accurate in large systems where

the bid variation of any individual player has neglectable

influence on the system state. More specifically, under (5),

the impact of bi on the interference at the receiver

Di, denoted as Ii, can be neglected, in other words, Ii can

be regarded independent w.r.t. bi. The utility function of

SU i can then be written as:

4 Throughout the paper, the inequality between two vectors is defined

as the inequality in all components of the vectors.
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Si ¼ UiðciÞ �
pai

giai
Ii

hii
ci:

where Ii ¼ n0Bai
þ
P

j2M;j6¼i;aj¼ai
pjhji:

To solve the power auction game, we transform the

original game GNPA into another game GNPA
0 in which the

strategy of SU i is (ai, ci) instead of (ai, bi) in GNPA. Under

the approximation (5), ci can be regarded as a linear

function of bi. As Ii is independent w.r.t. bi, any unilateral

change in bi can be transformed into related change in ci

without any influence on c-i. Thus the original game GNPA

is equivalent to the transformed game GNPA
0, formally

expressed as:

G0NPA : max
si¼ðai;ciÞ

Siðsi; s�iÞ; i 2 M:

We now concentrate on the new game GNPA
0.

Performing the same analysis as Lemma 1 and Corollary

1 by noticing that Ii C n0Ba_i, we have the following result

that decouples the PU selection and the adjustment of ci in

GNPA
0.

Lemma 3 If pnginn0Bn=hii�U0iðPnhii=n0ginÞ; 8n 2
N ; 8i 2M; it holds that a�i ¼ argminn2N pnginIi=hii:

Compared with the SINR auction game where the

effective price imposed by PU n to SU i is pngin, in the

power auction game, the corresponding effective price

becomes pnginIi/hii. Lemma 3 states that SU i always

chooses the PU with the minimum effective price. Armed

with Lemma 3, we can then establish the existence of NE

in GNPA
0 under the condition that the prices set by PUs are

sufficiently high.

Theorem 2 Under the approximation (5) and the con-

dition in Lemma 3, GNPA
0 admits a NE.

Proof For any SU i, under the strategy of others

s-i = (a-i, c-i), it follows from Lemma 3 that i chooses

PU a�i ¼ minn2N pnginIi=hii; i.e., for any ai
0
= ai

*, it holds

that

pa�i
hia�i

Iiða�i Þ
hii

�
pa0i

hia0i
Iiða0iÞ

hii
:

It then follows that for any ci C 0

Siða�i ; ciÞ ¼ UiðciÞ �
pa�i

hia�i
Iiða�i Þ

hii
ci�UiðciÞ

�
pa0i

hia0i
Iiða0iÞ

hii
ci

¼ Siða0i; ciÞ;

which implies that given the opponents’ strategy, choosing

PU ai
* is always the dominating strategy for any ci.

On the other hand, performing the same analysis as

Lemma 1, we can show that in GNPA
0,

max
ðai;ciÞ

Siðsi; s�iÞ ¼ max
ci

max
ai

Siðsi; s�iÞ:

The optimization problem for SU i thus becomes

max
ðai;ciÞ

Siðsi; s�iÞ ¼ max
ci

Siða�i ; ciÞ;

in which the utility function of SU i is Si(ai
*, ci), which is

concave in ci. Furthermore, it follows from Ii C n0Bn and

pi�Pn=giai
when SU i chooses PU n that ci� maxn2N

hiiPn=ðgiai
n0BnÞ: Thus the strategy space c ¼ ðci; i 2MÞ is

a nonempty, convex, and compact set. It then follows from

Theorem 1 in [17] that GNPA
0 admits a NE. h

In the rest part of this subsection, we focus on a par-

ticular scenario to investigate the dynamics of the power

auction game. In the studied scenario, there is only one PU

processing N spectrum bands which can be accessed

opportunistically by the SUs with logarithmic utilities (i.e.,

Ui(ci) = hiln(ci) with hi being a user-dependant parameter)

and the receivers of SUs are collocated at the PU (i.e.

hji ¼ gjn; 8i; j 2M; 8n 2 N ). This can be viewed as a

special case of our model where there are N virtual PUs

corresponding to one physical PU. In this scenario, con-

sider that GNPA
0 is played repeatedly and we base our

analysis on the following best response update in which

each SU i updates its strategy for the next iteration t ? 1 to

maximize its utility based on the strategy of the opponents

in the current iteration t:

aiðt þ 1Þ ¼ argmin
n2N

pnginIiðtÞ
hii

ð6Þ

ciðt þ 1Þ ¼ argmax

ci2 0;
hiiPaiðtþ1Þ
n0Baiðtþ1Þ

h i Siðsi ¼ ðaiðt þ 1Þ; ciÞ; s�iðtÞÞ:

ð7Þ

Theorem 3 studies the uniqueness of NE and the

convergence to the NE under best response update.

Theorem 3 In the considered scenario, if pn [
maxfM=ðhin0BnÞ; hi=Png; 8n 2 N ; 8i 2M;G0NPA admits a

unique NE. Starting from any initial point, the iteration

under the best response update converges to the unique

NE.

Proof In the considered scenario with logarithmic utility,

if pn [ hi/Pn, the condition in Lemma 3 is satisfied. We

can write the best response update as

ciðt þ 1Þ ¼ U
0�1
i min

n2N

pnginIi

hii

� �

¼ max
n2N

U
0�1
i

pnginIi

hii

� �

:

ð8Þ

Let Di,
P

j2M;aj¼ai;j6¼i bj þ bai
; under the approximation

(5), we can express Ii and ci as:
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Ii ¼ n0Bai
þ

X

j2M;aj¼ai;j6¼i

pjhji ¼ n0Bai

þ Pai

X

j2M;aj¼ai;j 6¼i

bjP
k2M;ak¼ai

bk þ bai

’ n0Bai

þ Pai
1�

bi þ bai

Di

� �

’ n0Bai
þ Pai

1�
bai

Di

� �

;

ð9Þ

ci ¼
hiipi

Ii
’

Pai

bi

Di

n0Bai
þ Pai

1� bai

Di

� � ¼ bi

1þ n0Bai

Pai

� �
Di � bai

8i 2 M:

It follows that

X

8j2M;aj¼ai;j 6¼i

cj ¼
Di � bai

1þ n0Bai

Pai

� �
Di � bai

;

and

1�
bai

Di
¼ n0Bai

Pai

P
j2M;aj¼ai;j 6¼i cj

1�
P

j2M;aj¼ai;j 6¼i cj

: ð10Þ

Injecting (10) into (9) with logarithmic utility, (8)

becomes

ciðt þ 1Þ,TiðcðtÞÞ ¼ max
n2N

1�
P

j2M;aj¼ai;j 6¼i cjðtÞ
pnhin0Bn

( )

:

We then establish the uniqueness of the NE and the con-

vergence to the unique NE under best response update T ¼
ðTi; i 2MÞ by proving that T is a contraction. A con-

traction is defined [11] as follows: let (X, d) be a metric

space, f : X ! X is a contraction if there exists a constant

k 2 ½0; 1Þ such that 8x; y 2 X; dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ� kdðx; yÞ;
where d(x, y) = ||x - y|| = maxi |xi - yi|.

We first show that 8n 2 N ;T0n,ðT0ni ; i 2MÞ defined as

follows is a contraction:

ciðt þ 1Þ,T0ni ðcðtÞÞ ¼
1�

P
j2M;aj¼ai;j 6¼i cjðtÞ
pnhin0Bn

: ð11Þ

Noticing that

dðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ ¼ jjf ðxÞ � f ðyÞjj � of

ox

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
� � jjx� yjj

¼ of

ox

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�dðx; yÞ;

it suffices to show that the Jacobian
of

ox

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�� k: In our case,

it suffices to show that jjJjj1 � k; where J = {Jij} is the

Jacobian of T
0 n defined by Jij ¼

ociðt þ 1Þ
ocjðtÞ

:

It follows from (11) that

Jij ¼ � 1
pnhin0Bn

aj ¼ n; j 6¼ i
0 otherwise

�

:

Hence if pn [ M=ðhin0BnÞ; 8n 2 N ; it holds that

jjJjj1 ¼ max
i2M

X

j2M
Jij

�
�
�
�� M

pnhin0Bn
\1;

which shows that T
0n is a contraction.

We now prove that T with Ti ¼ max
n2NT

0n
i

is a contrac-

tion. To this end, given any c1
,ðc1

i ; i 2MÞ and c2
, ðc2

i ; i 2
MÞ; let ||c1 - c2|| = |c1

i_1 - c2
i_1| and jjTðc1Þ � Tðc2Þjj ¼

jT0n1

i2
ðc1Þ � T

0n2

i2
ðc2Þj:Without loss of generality, assume that

T
0n1

i2
ðc1Þ�T

0n2

i2
ðc2Þ: It follows from Ti ¼ maxn2N T

0n
i that

T
0n2

i2
ðc2Þ�T

0n1

i2
ðc2Þ: Recall that T

0n1 is a contraction, it then

holds that

jjTðc1Þ � Tðc2Þjj ¼ jT0n1

i2
ðc1Þ � T

0n2

i2
ðc2Þj� jT0n1

i2 ðc1Þ

� T
0n1

i2
ðc2Þj � jjT0n1ðc1Þ � T

0n1ðc2Þjj � M

pnhin0Bn
jjc1 � c2jj:

Hence under the condition in the theorem, the best

response update T is a contraction. Both the uniqueness

and the convergence is guaranteed. h

Theorem 3 establishes the sufficient condition for the

uniqueness and convergence of the NE in the power auc-

tion game for the considered scenario. Under the sufficient

condition, the unique NE is also stable in that any deviated

point from the NE will be dragged back to the NE under

best response update. However, the condition is only suf-

ficient, not necessary and may be too stringent in some

cases. Hence, it is possible that even the above condition is

not met, the best response update still converges to the NE.

In the general cases, due to the complexity of the power

auction game in which each SU has to solve a two-

dimensional, non-continuous and non-decomposable opti-

mization problem, we do not have a formal proof of the

uniqueness of the NE and the convergence under the best

response update. However, our experiment results show

that the convergence is achieved in the vast majority of

cases (cf. Sect. 6.3).

3.3 The two-level game model

To get more insight on the structure of the auction game,

we introduce and analyze in this subsection the following

two-level game model: the lower level bidding game under

fixed PU setting (Definition 1) and the higher level PU

selection game (Definition 2).

Definition 1 Given a fixed PU setting a ¼ fai; i 2 Mg;
the bidding game, denoted as GB

NSA(a) and GB
NPA(a) for

the SINR and power auction respectively, is a tuple

ðM;A; fSi; i 2 MgÞ; where the SU set M is the player

set, A ¼ ½0;þ1ÞM is the strategy set, {Si} is the utility

function set with Si being the surplus function. Each player
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(SU) i selects its strategy (bid) bi C 0 to maximize its

utility Si.

The above defined bidding game can be analyzed in the

same way as the single-PU bidding game presented in [11]

with the following result on the NE.

Lemma 4 For the SINR auction (for the power auction

under the approximation (5)) with bn [ 0; 8n 2 N ; there

exists a threshold price vector psb
th(a) (ppb

th(a)) such that

there exists a NE to which the best response update con-

verges if the price vector p[ psb
th(a) (p[ ppb

th(a)), there

is no NE otherwise.

Proof The proof for the SINR auction follows immedi-

ately from Theorem 1 and Proposition 6 in [11]. For the

power auction, we show that under the condition in the

lemma, the best response function has the same structure as

that in the SINR auction in [11] whose convergence to NE

is proven (Theorem 1 in [11]). To this end, recall that under

(5), the utility function can be written as

Si ¼ UiðciÞ �
pgi0Ii

hii
ci;

where Ii is independent of bi. For each SU i, its the best

response bi = B(b-i) satisfies the following equations:

bi ¼ þ1 if p� hii

Iigi0
U0ið

Pai
hii

n0Bai
giai
Þ

p ¼ hiiU
0
i ðciÞ

Iigi0
if hii

Iigi0
U0ið

Pai
hii

n0Bai
giai
Þ\p\ hii

Iigi0
U0ið0Þ

bi ¼ 0 ifp� hii

Iigi0
U0ið0Þ

8
>><

>>:
ð12Þ

Noticing the structural similarity between (12) and (22)

in [11], we can establish the existence of NE and the

convergence to the NE under the best response update

(12). h

Definition 2 The PU selection game, denoted as GPU
NSA

and GPU
NPA for the SINR and power auction respectively,

is a tuple ðM;A ¼ fAig; fbSi; i 2 MgÞ; where M is the

player set, Ai ¼ N is the strategy set of SU i, the utility

function of SU i is defined as bSiðai; a�iÞ, Siða; b�Þ where

b�ðaÞ ¼ fb�i ðaÞ; i 2 Mg denotes the NE of the bidding

game under the PU setting a. Each player (SU) i selects its

strategy (PU) ai 2 N to maximize bSi:

To analyze the PU selection game, we write the opti-

mization problem of each SU i as

max
ai

bSiðai; a�iÞ ¼ max
ai

Siða; b�ðaÞÞ:

Noticing that in the bidding game under PU setting a, it

holds that Si(a, b*(a)) = maxb_i Si(ai, bi), we have

max
ai

bSiðai; a�iÞ ¼ max
ai

max
bi

Siðai; biÞ;

which, according to Lemma 1, is the same optimization

problem as for the global auction game analyzed previously.

Hence, we can map the NE of the PU selection game and the

corresponding bidding game to the NE of the global auction

game, as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 4 Any (pure) NE of the auction game can be

mapped to a (pure) NE of the PU selection game a* and the

corresponding NE of the bid game b*(a*) under the PU

setting a*, i.e., any pure NE of the power auction game can

be expressed as s� ¼ ða�i ; b�i ða�Þ; i 2 MÞ:

By decomposing the global auction game into the PU

selection game and the bidding game, we introduce a two-

level architecture into the spectrum auction problem, in

which the higher level PU selection game is a finite strat-

egy game. This hierarchicalization can help us analyze the

spectrum auction in more complex scenarios, as explored

in the next section.

4 Revenue allocation among PUs

Our analysis so far investigates the competition among

resource demanders, i.e., SUs. A natural yet crucial ques-

tion is how PUs (resource providers) interact with each

other to maximize their revenue. In this section, we provide

a systematic study on this issue.

In order to make our analysis tractable, we consider

logarithmic utilities, i.e., Ui(ci) = hiln(ci). In the SINR

auction, recall Lemma 2 and Corollary 1, with sufficiently

high prices at PUs, the NE SINR at the receiver of SU i ci
*

is given by the following equation:

c�i ¼
hi

pa�i
gia�i

; 8i 2M;

where a�i ¼ argmin
n2N

pngin:

In the power auction, under the approximation (5), the

NE transmission power of SU i pi
* is given by the following

equation:

p�i ¼
hi

pa�i
gia�i

; 8i 2M;

where a�i ¼ argmin
n2N

pnginIi=hii:

Recall the payment of SU i to PU ai
*, in the SINR

auction, we have

Ci ¼ pa�i
gia�i

c�i ¼ hi:

In the power auction, we have

Ci ¼ pa�i
gia�i

p�i ¼ hi:

In both cases, the global revenue of PU n, denoted by

Rn, can be calculated as
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Rn ¼
X

a�i¼n

Ci ¼
X

a�i¼n

hi:

The total revenue of all PUs is thus

Rtot ¼
X

n2N
Rn ¼

X

i2M
hi;

The engineering implications behind the above results

are: (1) the revenue that a PU gets from any SU

i connecting to it is hi; (2) the revenue of PU is

independent of the total resource it processes (i.e., the

temperature interference constraint Pn); (3) the total

revenue Rtot is constant regardless of the price set by

PUs; however, by choosing a lower price, a PU can

increase its revenue by attracting more SUs. Consequently,

each PU faces the following tradeoff: choosing a lower

price increases its revenue, but setting a price too low will

not ensure the convergence of the system. In other words, a

price war among PUs is clearly catastrophic as it will lead

to system instability. Therefore, the research question

posed in the beginning of this section can be translated into

the question of how to allocate the total revenue Rtot among

PUs in a fair and efficient way.

We address this problem by proposing the following

guideline.

The prices of PUs are chosen in such a way that the

revenue of each PU is proportional to its resource (inter-

ference temperature threshold): i.e., 8n1; n2 2 N ;Rn1
=

Rn2
¼ Pn1

=Pn2
:

The design rationale of the proposed guideline are tri-

fold: (1) the revenue allocation following the guideline is

proportional fair with weight {Pn} (intuitively and natu-

rally, a PU putting more resource to allocate to SUs

deserves more revenue); (2) from an economic point of

view, a PU providing more resource tends to set a lower

price; in our context, this leads to more revenue; (3) the

guideline can encourage the PUs to provide more resource

to SUs, given that without a stimulating mechanism, a PU

has no incentive to do so as its revenue depends only on the

number of SUs choosing it and their utility parameters {hi}.

In subsequent study, we study how to set the prices

under the proposed guideline. Instead of performing a

formal mathematic study, we proceed our analysis by

focusing on an illustrative example for the SINR auction,

which we argue is enough to provide an in-depth insight on

the revenue allocation among PUs and the resulting inter-

action on price setting. More extensive investigation on the

general case and the power auction case consists of a sig-

nificant extension of the current work and is subject of our

ongoing research.

In the considered scenario (Fig. 1), SUs with random hi

are uniformly distributed in an area of 1 9 1 with two PUs

located at (0.25, 0.5) and (0.75, 0.5). The channel gain

hij = dij
-a, where dij is the distance between i and j, a is the

path loss exponent. Recall Lemma 2 and Corollary 1, the

expected revenue of PU 1 R1 and that of PU 2 R2 has

the following relation:

R1

R2

¼ S2

S1

;

where S1 and S2 denote the area of the two regions

separated by the curve L (cf Fig. 1). Let d1(X) and

d2(X) denote the distance between any point X on L and

PU 1 and PU 2, respectively, L is determined by

p1ðd1ðXÞÞ�a ¼ p2ðd2ðXÞÞ�a:

That is, all SUs with its sender located at the left of L are

better off choosing PU 2 and all SUs with its sender located

at the right of L are better off choosing PU 1. It then

follows from the proposed guideline that p1 and p2 can be

calculated by

S2

S1

¼ P1

P2

:

Note that the above equation has unlimited number of

solutions. In fact, if (p1
0, p2

0) is a solution, then (kp1
0, kp2

0)

with k [ 0 also satisfies the equation. To guarantee the

system convergence, k should be set to a sufficiently high

value. More specifically, we develop an algorithm (Algo-

rithm 2) based on Monte-Carlo method to compute the

prices under the proposed guideline.

As a desirable property, Algorithm 2 can be run once at

the deployment of the cognitive network. Furthermore, the

execution of the algorithm can be done locally without

explicit message exchange overhead among PUs. After

that, to accommodate the dynamics of SUs, p1 and p2 can

be adjusted while fixing the ratio between them to ensure

the convergence of the system.

Fig. 1 An illustrative scenario
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5 Spectrum auction with free spectrum bands

Until now, we have analyzed the spectrum auction game in

which the unlicensed SUs purchase spectrum resource from

licensed PUs. In this section, we extend our auction

framework to the more challenging scenario with free

spectrum bands. In such context, the SUs have the choice

between accessing the licensed spectrum bands owned by

PUs which is charged as a function of the enjoyed SINR or

received power at PUs, and switching to the unlicensed

spectrum bands which are free of charge but become more

crowded when more SUs operate in these spectrum bands.

Consequently, the SUs should strike a balance between

accessing the free spectrum bands with probably more

interference and paying for communication gains by stay-

ing with the licensed bands. In the subsequent study, we

assume that there is one free spectrum band available for

all SUs. However, the sequel analysis can be extended to

the scenario of multiple free spectrum bands.

We start with the SINR auction. In the new scenario

with a free band, we define the spectrum band set N ¼
f1; . . .;N;N þ 1g where band 1 to N are the licensed bands

processed by PU 1 to N, band N ? 1 denotes the free band

with bandwidth BN?1. Compared with the previous analysis

without free spectrum band, each SU i has an additional

choice of switching to band N ? 1 and the corresponding

utility is

SiðN þ 1Þ ¼ UiðciÞ; ð13Þ

where ci is the SINR of SU i. It is obvious to see that all

SUs operating at BN?1 transmits at its maximum power,

denoted as pmax
j ; j 2M; to maximize their utility. Hence

ci ¼
pmax

i hii

n0BNþ1 þ
P

j 6¼i;aj¼Nþ1 pmax
j hji

:

From Corollary 1, each SU i faces the choice of accessing

the licensed band with minimum effective price and the

free band N ? 1. As in Definition 1 and 2, we can define

the corresponding PU selection game and bidding game in

the new context5. The PU selection game is a finite strategy

game and hence has at least one pure or mixed NE. By

performing the same analysis as that in Sect. 3.3, we can

establish a mapping between a NE of the auction game and

a NE of the PU selection game in the new context.

We then address the problem of how to reach a NE of

the PU selection game, which is also a NE of the global

auction game. We first notice that the myopic best response

update in the PU selection game is not guaranteed to

converge to a NE. In fact, during the course of PU selec-

tion, the SUs may notice that the utility of accessing a

licensed spectrum is higher than staying in the free spec-

trum, and thus switch to the licensed spectrum accordingly.

Since the SUs do this simultaneously, the free spectrum

becomes under-loaded and the SUs will switch back to the

free spectrum in the next iteration. This phenomenon, in

which a player keeps switching between two strategies, is

known as ping-pong effect.

To eliminate the ping-pong effect, we develop an

algorithm based on the no-regret learning to converge to a

correlated equilibrium (CE) of the PU selection game,

which is shown to be a CE of the global auction game, too.

Before presenting the algorithm, we first provide a brief

introduction on CE and no-regret learning.

5.1 Overview of correlated equilibrium

The concept of CE was proposed by Nobel Prize winner,

Aumann [6], in 1974. It is more general than NE. The idea

is that a strategy profile is chosen randomly according to a

certain distribution. Given the recommended strategy, it is

to the players’ best interests to conform with this strategy.

The distribution is called CE, formally defined as follows.

Algorithm 2 Revenue allocation among PUs: price calculation

Initialization: Set p1 to some high value, set N to some high

integer, set � to some small value. Set ðpmin
2 ;pmax

2 Þ ¼ ð0;þ1Þ:
Set the iteration index t = 0

repeat

Randomly choose p2(t) = (p2
min ? p2

max)/2.

Calculate S2/S1 under the price setting (p1, p2(t)) using

Monte-Carlo method, as follows:

Set N1 = 0.

for i = 0, i \ N do

Randomly select a point P in the network

Calculate the distance between P and the two PUs,

denoted as d1, d2.

if p1(d1)-a \p2(d2)-a then

N1 = N1 ? 1

end if

end for

if N1/(N - N1) \ P1/P2 then

p2
max = p2(t)

else

p2
min = p2(t)

end if

t = t ? 1.

until jN1=ðN � N1Þ � P1=P2j\�

5 For the free band, there is no bidding game, or alternatively, we can

define a dumb bidding game for the free band, at the NE of which

each SU choosing the free band submits 0 as bid and the utility is

given by (13).
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Definition 3 Let G ¼ ðN ; ðRi; i 2 NÞ; ðSi; i 2 NÞÞ be a

finite strategy game, where N is the player set, Ri is the

strategy set of player i and Si is the utility function of i, a

probability distribution p is a correlated equilibrium of G if

and only if 8i 2 N ; ri 2 Ri; it holds that
X

r�i2R�i

pðri; r�iÞ½Siðr0i; r�iÞ � Siðri; r�iÞ	 � 0; 8r0i 2 Ri;

or equivalently,
X

r�i2R�i

pðr�ijriÞ½Siðr0i; r�iÞ � Siðri; r�iÞ	 � 0; 8r0i 2 Ri;

where R�i and r-i denote the strategy space and the

strategy of the players except i.

The second formula means that when the recommen-

dation to player i is to choose strategy ri, then choosing

strategy ri
0
= ri cannot lead to a higher expected payoff to i.

The CE set is nonempty, closed and convex in every

finite strategy game. Moreover, every NE is a CE and

corresponds to the special case where p(ri, r-i) is a product

of each individual player’s probability for different strate-

gies, i.e., the play of the different players is independent.

5.2 Overview of no-regret learning

The no-regret learning algorithm [5] is also termed regret-

matching algorithm. The stationary solution of the

no-regret learning algorithm exhibits no regret and the

probability of choosing a strategy is proportional to

the ‘‘regret’’ for not having chosen that strategy. For any

two strategies ri= ri
0 at any time T, the regret of player

i for not playing ri
0 is

RT
i ðri; r

0
iÞ,maxðDT

i ðri; r
0
iÞ; 0Þ; ð14Þ

where

DT
i ðri; r

0
iÞ,

1

T

X

t�T

ðSt
iðr0i; r�iÞ � St

iðri; r�iÞÞ: ð15Þ

Di
T(ri, ri

0) has the interpretation of average payoff that

player i would have obtainned, if it had played ri
0 every

time in the past instead of ri. RT
i(ri, ri

0) is thus a measure of

the average regret. The probability that player i chooses ri

is a linear function of the regret. For every period T, define

the relative frequency of players’ strategy r played till

T periods of time as follow:

zTðrÞ,
1

T
NðT ; rÞ;

where N(T, r) denotes the number of periods before T that

the players’ strategy is r. As an important property, zT is

guaranteed to converge almost surely (with probability

one) to a set of CE in no-regret learning algorithm.

5.3 Proposed algorithm based on no-regret learning

In this subsection, we develop an algorithm (Algorithm 3)

based on no-regret learning and prove its convergence to a

CE of the SINR auction game.

Theorem 5 There exists a threshold price vector pth such

that if the price vector p[ pth, the proposed algorithm

converges surely to a CE of the SINR auction game.

Proof It follows from the structure of the bidding game

that a threshold price vector pth exists such that if the

price vector p[pth, the convergence to the NE of the

bidding game is guaranteed under the given spectrum

setting. It then follows from the convergence property of

the no-regret learning that the proposed algorithm con-

verges surely to a CE of the PU selection game, denoted

as p, i.e.,

X

aj2N ;j2M;j 6¼i

pða�ijaiÞ½Siðða0i; b0i
�Þ; ða�i; b

0
�i
�ÞÞ

� Siððai; b
�
i Þ; ða�i; b

�
�iÞÞ	 � 0;

8a0i 2 N ;

where bi
* and bi

0 * is the strategy of SU i at the NE of the

bidding game under the spectrum setting (ai, a-i) and

(ai
0, a-i), respectively. It follows from the NE definition of

the bidding game that

Siðða0i; b0i
�Þ; ða�i; b

0
�i
�ÞÞ ¼ max

ci

UiðciÞ � pa0i
gia0i

ci:

On the other hand, we have

Siðða0i; b0iÞ; ða�i; b
�
�iÞÞ� max

ci

UiðciÞ � pa0i
gia0i

ci; 8b0i� 0:

Hence, it holds that

Algorithm 3 No-regret learning algorithm: SINR auction

Initialization: For each SU i, let p denote a random number

between 0 and 1 and a�i ¼ minn2N pngin (if ai
* is not a singleton,

randomly choose one), set p0
ai¼a�

i
¼ p and p0

ai¼Nþ1 ¼ 1� pa�i
: Let

T0 be a sufficient iteration duration. Let l be a constant larger

than the payoff upper bound of the SUs.

for t ¼ kT0; k ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . do

Select spectrum ai with probability pt
i(ai) and use best-

response update to converge to the NE of the bidding game.

When the NE is achieved after sufficient time, update the

average regret Ri
t.

Let ai
t denote the spectrum which SU i selects for iteration

t, calculate pi
t?1 as:

ptþ1
i ðaiÞ ¼ 1

l Rt
i; 8ai 2 N ; ai 6¼ at

i

ptþ1
i ðaiÞ ¼ 1�

P
n2N ;n 6¼at

i
ptþ1

i ðnÞ; ai ¼ at
i

(

end for
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X

aj2N ;j2M;j 6¼i

pða�ijaiÞ½Siðða0i; b0iÞ; ða�i; b
�
�iÞÞ

� Siððai; b
�
i Þ; ða�i; b

�
�iÞÞ	 � 0;

8a0i 2 N ; 8bi� 0;

indicating that p is also a CE of the SINR auction game. h

As a desirable property, Algorithm 3 can be imple-

mented distributedly such that each SU i only needs to

know the price vector p, its own channel gain hii and that

between Si and each PU n gin. The best response update of

the bidding game can be implemented distributedly at each

SU i based on the knowledge of hii and gin, the measure-

ment of n0 and the SINR ci, as detailed in [11]. We then

show that the average regret can be calculated at each SU

without any other information. Noticing (15) and recall the

utility function of the PU selection game in Definition 2, it

suffices to show that at each iteration t;Ct
iðat

i; a
t
�iÞ,P

k� t
bSiðat

i; a
k
�iÞ; 8at

i 2 N can be calculated distributedly.

In fact, at each iteration k; bSi can be calculated as

Sk
i ¼

Uiðhiip
max
i

INþ1
i

Þ at
i ¼ N þ 1

Uiðc�iat
i
Þ � pat

i
giat

i
c�iat

i
at

i 6¼ N þ 1

(

;

where c�iat
i
¼ U

0�1
i ðpat

i
giat

i
Þ; INþ1

i is the interference

experienced by SU i when choosing the free band, which

can be measured locally. Ct
i can then be calculated by

induction as

Ct
i ¼

Ut
iðat

i; a
t
�iÞ t ¼ 1

Ct�1
i ðat

i; a
t�1
�i Þ þ Ut

iðat
i; a

t
�iÞ t [ 1

�

Consequently, the average regret can then be calculated

based on only local measurement, which leads to the

entirely distributed implementation of the proposed

algorithm.

For the power auction, a similar distributed algorithm

based on no-regret learning can be derived with conver-

gence to a CE.

6 Simulation analysis

In this section, we conduct simulations to evaluate the

performance of the proposed auction framework and

demonstrate some intrinsic properties of the proposed

auction framework, especially the fairness and efficiency,

which are not explicitly addressed in the analytical part of

the paper. After presenting the simulation setting, we

introduce a reference power allocation scheme, called

NAIVE, to which our proposed auction mechanisms are

compared. In the first set of simulations, we consider an

illustrative scenario to compare the SINR, power auctions

with the NAIVE scheme. In the second set of simulations,

we focus on the power auction in realistic network con-

figurations with and without free spectrum band.

6.1 Simulation parameters and reference scheme

In our simulations conducted using Matlab, we consider a

network of two PUs and multiple SUs (transmitter-receiver

pairs). PUs can be seen as two access points or base sta-

tions covering two hexagonal cells, as shown in Fig. 2.

They can accept a certain amount of interference while

allowing SUs to communicate during uplink PU trans-

missions. The SUs are randomly distributed in the network.

In all simulations, we set Bn = 5 MHz and Pn = 2n0Bn

V n. We adopt a typical urban path-loss model (C2 NLOS

WINNER model [18] for WiMAX) with carrier frequency

fc = 3.5 GHz and path-loss exponent a = 3.5. Shadowing

effect is neglected.

In order to show the performance gain brought by our

solutions, we introduce a reference power allocation

scheme termed NAIVE. In NAIVE, SUs choose the fur-

thest PU based on the knowledge of channel gains gin
6.

Each PU n then allocates power pi = Pn/(Mngin) to SU

i choosing it, where Mn is the number of SU choosing PU

n. In the scenario with a free band, the SUs in the NAIVE

scheme switch to the free band with certain probability pfree

(we analyze the cases pfree = 1/2 and pfree = 1/3). This

simple scheme serves as the reference scheme for perfor-

mance comparison.

6.2 Illustrative example: SINR and power auctions

We start with an illustrative example to compare the SINR,

power auctions and the NAIVE scheme. We consider the

fixed network configuration illustrated in Fig. 2 with two

PUs and four SUs with hi 2 ½1; 20	; 8i: There is no free

band in this example. The prices p1 = p2 are optimized by

dichotomy.

−500 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000
−500
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1000

1500
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2500

3000

SU
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Rx
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PU−2

Fig. 2 Simulation setting

6 The rationale of the choice is that choosing the furthest PU causes

the least interference at the PU.
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We study the dynamics of the spectrum auction game

under the best-response update. In the SINR auction, each

SU chooses the PU with the minimum effective price (cf.

Corollary 1) and then iteratively adjust its bid. Figure 3

(left) shows the convergence of allocated power to SUs.

After about 40 iterations, convergence is reached. Com-

pared with the SINR auction where the choice of PU is

done at the very first iteration and is not modified after-

wards, in the power auction, the effective price is given by

Lemma 3. As one part of the effective price, Ii changes

from one iteration to another depending on the strategy of

other SUs s-i, thus the choice of PU may also vary from

one iteration to another. However, as shown in Fig. 3

(right), the final allocated power of each SU converges

after about 10 iterations and the choice of PU is stablized.

Compared with the SINR auction, the power auction con-

verges in a faster but less smooth way.

In Fig. 4, we focus on the efficiency and fairness of the

considered schemes by studying the average utility per SU

and the Jain’s fairness index [19]. The Jain’s index is

computed based on the normalized utility Ui/hi. From the

results, we observe that the SINR auction slightly outper-

forms the NAIVE scheme in terms of average utility, with

a much more significant difference in terms of fairness.

The power auction, on the other hand, has a very good

performance in terms of both efficiency and fairness.

6.3 Realistic experiment: power auction

We now turn to more realistic scenarios. We focus on the

power auction as it achieves the best performance in the

above illustrative example. The power auction is also more

natural and realistic in that SUs pay for the interference

they create to PUs instead of the SINR they get as in the
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SINR auction. In our simulation, the transmitters of SUs

are randomly located in each of the two cells. the receivers

are randomly drawn in a disk with radius 100 m whose

center is the corresponding transmitter. We run Monte

Carlo simulations with 1,000 snapshots. At each snapshot,

SU locations are randomly drawn with hi randomly drawn

in [1, 20].

6.3.1 Convergence

As explained in Sect. 3.2, the best-response update is not

guaranteed to converge. We thus study the convergence

probability. We consider that the convergence is achieved

if the best-response update in the power auction converges

within 100 iterations, otherwise we consider that the auc-

tion does not converge. Figure 5 shows the probability of

convergence as a function of the number of SU under this

criterion: in the vast majority cases (more precisely, in

more than 95% cases), convergence is achieved. In the

subsequent simulations, in case of non-convergence, the

results are based on the allocated power values after 100

iterations.

6.3.2 Load balancing

Figure 6 shows a scenario in which PU 1 fixes its price

p1 = 1030 and PU 2 varies its price p2 in the range [1025,

1035]. The total number of SUs M is set to 40. As shown in

the figure, the number of SUs choosing PU 1 increases with

p2. The results demonstrate the benefit of the proposed

power auction framework in load balancing by adjusting

the prices of PUs. This feature is obviously not possible in

NAIVE.

6.3.3 Efficiency and fairness

We now focus on two key performance metrics: efficiency

and fairness. To this end, we compare the power auction

and the NAIVE scheme in terms of average utility per SU

and the Jain fairness index in two configurations. In the first

configuration M/2 system, half of SUs are geographically

located in cell 1 and the other half in cell 2. In the second

configuration M-2 system, the number of SUs in cell 2 is

constant (M2 = 2), while the number of SU in cell 1 is

variable in cell 1 (M1 = M - 2). The two configurations

represent two typical network scenarios, the balanced one

with a homogeneous distribution of SUs and the unbal-

anced one with a heterogeneous distribution of SUs. As for

the illustrative example, we set p1 = p2 and choose the

price by dichotomy for the given number of SUs.

Figure 7 (left) shows that the average utility per SU is

almost the same in the two configurations in the power

auction (see the M/2=M-2 MultiPU Power curve in the

figure) and is always higher than that in the NAIVE

scheme. Figure 8 shows that the Jain fairness index

(calculated in the same way as in the illustrative example)

of power auction is always above that of NAIVE. In par-

ticular, in the unbalanced scenario, the power auction

outperforms significantly the NAIVE scheme.

6.3.4 Power auction with a free band

We now study the power auction and the proposed

no-regret learning algorithm (Sect. 5.3) by introducing a

free band of 5 MHz. pi
max = 20 dBm, 8i 2M: In the

simulation, SUs in the NAIVE scheme choose the free

band with probability pfree = 1/2 or pfree = 1/3 and emit at

the maximum power pi
max. The power allocation of SUs

staying in licensed bands follows the same way as in the

scenario without free band.

Figure 7 (right) shows the average utility of the power

auction and NAIVE. As can be observed, compared with

the scenario without free band, the average utility in

NAIVE is slightly degraded even a new band is introduced.

In contrast, the no-regret learning algorithm results a higher

utility when the free band is added. Consequently, the
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utility gap between the power auction and NAIVE is more

significant in the scenario with free band. Furthermore, we

observe the convergence of the no-regret learning algo-

rithm. Figure 9 shows the evolution of the number of SUs

choosing PU1, PU2 and the free band for M = 50. The

results demonstrate the benefit of the proposed no-regret

learning algorithm to converge to an equilibrium with

reasonable network efficiency in a distributed fashion.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an auction framework for cog-

nitive radio networks to allow unlicensed SUs to share the

available spectrum of licensed PUs, subject to the inter-

ference temperature constraint at each PU. We provided an

in-depth analysis on the resulting multiple-PU multiple-SU

non-cooperative auction game. We then extended the

proposed auction framework to the more challenging sce-

nario with free spectrum bands by developing an algorithm

based on no-regret learning to reach a CE of the auction

game. The proposed algorithm, which can be implemented

distributedly based on local observation, is especially sui-

ted in decentralized adaptive learning environments as

cognitive radio networks. The simulation results demon-

strate the effectiveness of the proposed auction framework

in achieving high efficiency and fairness in spectrum

allocation.
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